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VIDEO: Superpower (Film Trailer)
"The only thing new in the world is the history you don't know."

By Global Research
Global Research, May 14, 2009
14 May 2009

Theme: US NATO War Agenda

Superpower is a well-executed and comprehensive film that asks tough questions and goes
behind the scenes of America’s national security apparatus and military actions. Far from a
conspiracy  film  about  the  dangers  of  government  secrets  and  regime  change,  this  well-
balanced  film  straddles  the  philosophical  divide  and  allows  viewers  to  understand  the  US
quest for global dominance through economic and military strategy that is exposed through
review of historical events, personal interviews, and analysis of US foreign policy.

“The only thing new in the world is the history you don’t know.”   -Harry S. Truman

More info: www.superpowerthemovie.com
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